Implementation Phase 1: September – December 2018

Trial Run-Process

- Excludes Pilot Sites
- Establish metric teams
- Identify data model
- Review/run scripts
- Review output
- Identify facilitators and/or challenges (Draft TTC plan)
- Enter initial data and working draft of TTC plan into Scorecard

Complete ICM Section in CM Scorecard by or before December 31, 2018
Implementation Phase 2: January – August 2019

Consortium Implementation

- ALL hubs participate
- Run script
- Review output with metric team
- Enter data into Scorecard
- Finalize TTC plan
- Worksheet upload

Update ICM Section in CM Clear Impact Scorecard

1. Numerical Data by or before March 31, 2019 (first quarter 2019)
2. TTC by August 31, 2019